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~on-uniform Torsion of Thin-walled Bars of Variable Section 

ZDE:\"EK P. B.\Z.\:\"T 

Introduction 

Thin "'alled-har" con"titute a. hig-hly etticit'nt tYl't' of "tl'uctuml I'letllt'llt. 
Tlwy are frt'l/Ilently "uhjeetecl nut only tu tell"ion. ('ompl'l'""ion alld \wndini!. 
hut abo to tor"ioll. An engillPpr'" tlwory of tor"ion of thin walled hal',.. \\'ith 
t'Oll,.:tant CI'O":" "t'ction ha" alt·pady \wpn pre"Pl1tPd r:1]. [7]. HO\\'('n'r. the thin
\\'alled bar,.:. u"ed e":J>cciall.,· in bridi!l' alld aircraft ,.:tructure,.;. are Il"ually .If 
nuiabl<· cro,.:,.: ":('etion. i. t' .. of "ectioll with nuiahle form and thicknes" of \\'all,..:. 

In order to "ati,..:fy the needs of the aircraft indu"ctry. attention he:;; been. 
until recently. paid mainly to tapered and conical bars and "hell" ll;;ed a,..: 
wings. Theil' eXelct. a,. "'ell a" an engineer's "olntioll ha,.: hl't'll gi\'en in paper,; 
[1. 7, ;')]. and other,; (for a detailed ,..:urn'y ,..:ee [:3]). 

On the other ham\. ('Y\\,I:\"SKI [:! Jrecently pre"ented an ellgillper'" ;<t)lution 
of torsion of JIlono"Yllll1lptrieal thill-walled hal's hen'ing a "<lriable OptOll cro,.;;; 
,.;ection. which are cut out from a c~'lindrical or prismatical surface. The bar,; 
con;;iriered by him wert' of constallt thicklH',.;" and \\"ere loaded only by tran,.;
,'pr"e lllOllwnt;;. He abo "eritied tilt' solution experimentally, 

In this paper an attcmpt \I"ill Iw made to cleri\'e the solutioll of non,uniforlll 
tor,.;ion for monosYlllllletrical clo"ed protlle" (Fig. 1 h) and. at the "amp tinlt'" 
to extend ('\'\\'I~SKI',; ,.;olutiun of open profile,; (Fig. 1 a) for a generallouliin,i! 
and. approximately. to a general ,'ariable lllono"ymmetl'ical section and abo 
to "how otlwr method;; for derh'ing the equation", TIl(' analy"i,; \\ill he 
effected analogically to tht' '-L.-\SO\"" tlwol'Y of thin-walled hal'S with con;;tant 
open ,.;t'ction an(1 C~l.\:'\sKn'·,.; tlH'ory relating' to clo,;ed s!:'ction,;. 

. . 
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Assumptions 

1. The walls of thin-walled bars are thin with respect to the dimensions 
of the cross section (greater than ,....." 1: 10). The dimensions of the section are 
small with respect to the length of bar as well as with respect to the radius of 
curvature of the bar (greater than.,....." 1: 7). 

2. The material is linearly elasti? 
3. The deformations are small. 
For the engineer's solution the following deformation hypotheses will be 

adopted;-
4. The form of the cross sections of a bar is indeformable (absolutely rigid 

in their plane) which is attained, e. g., by a sufficient number of cross walls 
(diaphragms). 

5. The variation of the cross section along the bar is continuous and gradual. 
The distribution of the longitudinal normal strains and stresses in the section 
can be regarded as similar to the distribution for a bar with constant section. 

6. For the deformations caused by bending moments and axial loads the 
Navier-Bernoulli hypothesis of maintaining the planarity and the perpen
dicularity of the cross sections is admissible. 

7 a) In the case of the torsion of open profiles the shear strain in the central 
surface of the walls is zero (Wagner's assumption of a shear-resistant skim). 

b) In closed profiles the non-uniform torsion causes a deplanation (warping) 
of the primarily plane cross sections which is proportional to the deplanation 
occurring in the case of pure (simple, Bredt's) torsion (Umanskiy's assump
tion). 

Assumptions 4, 6 and 7 are the same as for bars with constant section 
where their admissibility has already been verified (e.g., [7]). With respect 
to the introduction of these approximate deformation hypotheses, the com
patibility equations will not be fulfilled. 

For the analysis we shall introduce the cartesian left-handed coordinate 
system x, y, z according to Fig. 2. The z axis is the chosen longitudinal axis 
of the bar. It is advantageous to choose this axis in such a way that it repre-
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Fig.lb). 
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sents the average position of the shear centres of the sections. The z coordinate 
is the length of the bar. The plane (z,y) is the plane of symmetry of the bar. 
The cross sections are perpendicular to the z axis. Let us denote by x and fi 
their principal centroida,l axes of inertia. With respect to symmetry the axis fi 
lies in the plane (y,z) and xlix. Let the . position of the shea.r centre A of the 
section be determined by the coordinate 'y=«v (x==O). The line connecting all 
the shear centres will be termed the shear centre line. Generally it is neither 
straight, nor parallel with z. The same may be said regarding the gravity 
centre line. 

Let us denote bye, 1/, , the displacement of the point of intersection of the 
z axis with the section which "is caused by the loading in the directions x, y 
and z, and by {} the rotation of the section about the z axis (Fig. 2). Let the 

Fig. 2. 

./ 
./ 

/ 
./ 

longitudinal displacement of the centre of gravity be denoted by ~. For the 
displacement of a point on the central surface of the walls, ca.used by loading 
in the direction of the z axis or the directions of the centre line of the section 
(Fig. 2), the notation u and v will be used. 

Thin~walled Bars of Open Profile 

In each cross section w~ shall introduce, according to VLASOV [6], the sec· 
• torial coordinate OJ (8) == f P (8) ds where p is the distance of the tangent of the 

o 
centre line of the sectiQn from the pole lying on the z axis and 8 is the length 
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of the centre line from the zero point which lies in the intersection of the y 
axis with the wall: w represents the doubled area of the sector formed by the 
arc (0, s) to the pole. This definition of w may also be extend to a section in 
which the wall bifurcates into seyeral branches. 

With the aid of the coordinates x, y and w in each section the foIIo"'ing 
expressions are defined 

J:r = Jy2 dF, 
F 

Sy = JxdF, 
F 

S:r=JydF, 
F 

JXI/ = .i :r y d F . 
F ( 1) 

where F is the area of the walls in section, dF=8ds. 8 is the (,-ariable) thick
ness of the wall. J:r' JI/ are the moments of inertia. For the principal coordi
nates x, y: J-;u = S" = S:x = 0. 

Furthermore. we introduce 

Jw =.i w2 dF. 
F 

JWJ/ =JwydY 
F 

Jw:r=.\wxdF. 
F (2) 

Sw =.J"wdF. 
F 

where J", is termed the sectorial moment of inertia (or bimoment of inertia). 
',"ith a yiew to symmetry Sw = JWY = o. The principal sectorial coordinate 

s 
w(s)=.fp(s)ds i;; the sectorial coordinate for such a principal pole A. for 

(I 

"'hich Jill!' = (I (Ju;~, = 8u; = 0). This condition determines the position of the 
pole A which is 

.r = o. (3) 

For the principal coordinate w we haye 

(4) 

The solution for the given loading and for the given boundary conditions 
can be found variationally in the form of an infinite series 

x x 

11 = 2: C,.(z) /,.(s), V = 2: T: (z) g;(s). (5) 
i~1 i~1 

ill which 11(8), 12 (s).. .. and gds). Y2 (s) .. .. are certain chosen systems of 
linearly independent functions and the functions C 1 (.:::). C 2 (z).. . .. VI (z), 
r 2 (z) .. .. are to be determined. In accordance with the approximate assump
tions 4. 5. 6. and -; for the engineer's solution. our further analysis will be 
restricted to the first four terms for u and to the first three terms for '1-'. From 
these assumptions it follows that 

1l = ~-r:r-r/y-{}'w, 
t" = g cos (x, s) + "1) sin (x, 8) + {} p , 

(6) 

(7) 
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will're (X,8) is the angle between the x axis and the tangent of the centre line 
of the section: T( ... here denotes, as well as in the following relations the 
derivatives with respect to z. Eq. (i) is an obvious consequence of assumption 4. 
Eq. (6) results from assumption i a. stating that the shear strain y == c u / C 8 

+- r v / Cz == O. Substituting here the Eq. (i) and carrying out the integration, 
Eq. (6) is obtained. 

Differentiating the Eq. (6) with respect to z and neglecting, in accordance 
\\'ith the assumption 580, the derivatives ex! c z. C y / c z, c w / 0 z along the 
~'~.l1gitudinal fibres 8 = const., we obtain 

Y' 1:.- - " - {}" E=~ -s .t:-TJ y- w. (8) 

Here E = C u / C:: is the normal strain perpendicular to the section. 
The simplest derivation of the equations for the unknown functions ~ (.::). 

TJ (.::), {(.::), {} (z) can be effected by a variational method with the aid of the 
Euler's equation for the minimum value of the potential energy of the bar. 
This energy is equal to the sum of the potential energy of the internal forces 
'strain energy) and of the potential energy of external forces. The specific 
,~train energy per length z in cross section is: ' 

W = J! E E2 d F + It G y2 d F , (9) 
F F 

where E is the tensile (Young's) modulus and G the sh~ar modulus of elasticity. 
According to assumptions 6 and i a the second term for open profiles cor
responds only to a non-uniform shear strain distribution throughout the 
thickness of the wall which is caused solely by pure torsion. Thus it assumes 
the value t G Jk {}' 2 where J,~ == ! .f S3 d8 denotes the moment of inertia in pure 

F 

(simple) torsion. 
The first term in Eq. (9) is determined by substituting Eq. (8) and perform

ing the integration. With respect to the Eqs. (1) and (2), here is obtained 

Jr = ! (E F ~'2+ E Ju~"2+ E~ TJ"2+ E Jw {}"2+2 E J",zf' {}" + GJk {}'2). (10) 

The potential energy of the whole bar is (taking into consideration Eq. (6») 

- 71' Y -{}' w) - [qz(~ -f x- TJ' y+{}' w)]~}dz (11) 

- [S ~ + TJ:~ +Tu TJ +..:lIA' -Jfu 71' + Jf,t'J-];i . 
Here sdz) and 8 2 (z) (81 < 82) are the two longitudina.l edges of the open profile: 
q,r, qll are the x- and y-components of the specific load pet length z acting on 
the section; tn, is the specific tra\-erse moment per length z of the specific 
loads acting on the section to the axis of rotation {}, i. e., to the z axis; pz is 
the specific surface load per area of wall, parallel with the axis z; qZl and q=2 
are the specific loads per length z at the edges of the open profile in the direc-
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tion of the shear stress 'T. The term outside integral (11) is the energy of the 
concentrated loads and the reactions of the elastic supports. 

The Euler's equations minimizing the expression (11), are 

feP (feP)' (C eP )" f, -ff + ef' = 0, 

f eP (ceP)' (feP)" 
f 0. - (10.' + co." = 0, 

( 12) 

where eP is the integrand in expression (11). 
From the first and the last terms of Eq. (12) it follows that 

.. 
(E J II ,-r + (E J",z 0.")" = q,c + (f pzxds)' + [(qzx)']:~, (13) 

8, 

8, 

(E J",zf')" + (E Jw 0.")" - (GJk 0.')' = 1nt+ (J pzwd.s), + [(q: w)']~. (14) 

The other two Eqs. (12) for 7J and { give 

(L3) 

Eq. (15) for the axial tension and for bending in the vertical plane (y, z) 
are mutualJy independent, as well as being independent of (13) and (14). They 
are well known and are commonly used in design practice. 

Eqs. (13) and (14) constitute a system of two simnltanous differential 
equations, namely for bending in the horizontal plane (x, z) and for non
uniform torsion. If the longitudinal specific loads are symmetrical with respect 
to the y axis, they assume the simpler form 

(E JII ,")" + (E J",z 0.")" = q,r

(E·J",z''')'' + (EJ",o.")"-(GJko.')' = m" 

(13a) 

(1480) 

2. It is also possible to derive the equations for torsion from equilibrium 
conditions. This can be done in the following manner. 

By means of a system of mutually orthogonal func.tions l,x,y,w in the 
section we define the internal forces 

S =JadF, 
F 

JIi = f aydF, JIll = -J axdF, 
F F 

jj = fawdF. 
F 

( 16) 

(1 i) 

X is the normal force, JIL and .My are the bending moments to the principal 
x and y axes and B is termed the bimoment to the shear centre. The static 
quantities X, M i' ~lf 1i are necessarily equal to the resultants of all the external 
forces acting on the bar at one side of the section to its centre of gravity and 
principal x, y a.xes. 
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Furthermore it will be necessary to define the bimoment B to the z axis, 
i.e .. with respect to Eq. (4) 

B = juwdF = ii+'XII Jlu' (18) 
F 

Writing U=EE. let us substitute Eq. (8) in Eqs. (16), (Ii) and (18). In this 
way (taking into consideration that Sy=Sw=JZy=JWy=S;=Jwz=O), the 
following equations are obtained 

S = E F ~', ~l'f.; = - E.lz T/" , 

Jl7l = EJII,"+EJwz {}" = EJy('''-IXII {}''), 

ii = -E(Jjjj -IX7I J jjjz)ry = -EJjjj {}", 

B = -EJwzf'-EJw{}". 

( 19) 

(20) 

(21 ) 

(22) 

where in (20) the Eq. (4) has been used. Applying now the differential equations 
of equilibrium for S, M z , .. Jly , i.e., the equations 

.M; = qz+j(p=x)'dF+[(q:xn:~, 
F 

the Eq. (15) and the first of the Eqs. (13) are obtained. 

Fig. 3. 

The equilibrium conditions will now be used in order to tranSfOrI).l Eq. (:21). 
The equilibrium conditions of the wall and of the longitudinal edges in the 
coordinate lines z = const. and ·s = const. which are generally non-orthogonal 
(Fig. 3). are 

(23a) 

C Sl (z) 
u ("1) 81-~- = "To (Sl) 81 - u (Sl) 81 cos IX (Sl) - qZl • 

~z . 

cs2 (z) .. 
u (S2) 82 ~ = "To (S2) 82 - u (S2) 82 cos IX (82) - qZ1' 

(23 b) 

Here "Tu denotes the shear stress in the centre line of the sections 8 1 (z) and 
<~ (::) (81 < 82) the longitudinal edges; 'X is the angle from the centre line z = const. 

to the longitudinal fibre 8 = const. There applies cos IX == X' ~.r + y' ~ Y where 
C8 C8 
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x' = (-.r' (- z and 1/ = (- .11/ (-:: are the deri,-atives along tIlE' fibre 8 = const. For a 
cylindrical sm'face the coordinate lines are orthogonal. cos:x = o. For Oth(,1 
bars COSCl:f 0 . bnt. according to assumption ;3. cos:x is small compared with 
unity. 

It should be noted that a nOll-zero value for the shear stress '0 is. of course. 
contrary to the initial assumptions 6 and i. This is, however, inevitable in a 
simplified engineer's solution. as it is likewise in the solution for bending. 

If the integral (l~). with limits depending on ::; is differentiated with reSpf'l·t 
to z, and then the Eq. (23b) is substituted and finally, having substituted the 
Eq. (:23a), the integration by parts is applied. there follows successively: 

B' =f(aw8)'d8+a(S2)82S~(Z)w(S2)-a(sl)81S~(::;)W(81) = 
.', 

f(a8)' wds + ra8 w' ds + [('08 - a8 cos:x - qJ w]!~ = 
"'! '~l 

r,o b dw -.f'p: wds - [g: w]:~ +.ta6 (w' - P cos:x) ds == 
Sl 8 1 8 1 

The expression (w' - P eos Cl) was here regarded as being approximately as zero. 
The reason for this is the approximate geomNric relation dw == p (d::; cos Cl). 

The first term in Eq. (24) represents the torsional moment a bout the,: axi" 
which corresponds to the mean yalue '0 of the shear stress, in the thickne,,~ 
of the wall. resulting from equilibrium with normal stresses. The torsiona1 
moment about the,: axis of all stresses which correspond, according to the 
equilibrium conditions of the wall. to the normal stresses a will be termed the 
warping-torsional (bending-torsional) moment J1, . As in the wall. with regard 

w 
to the stress equilibrium perpendicularly to the surface of wall, the shear 
stresses also act perpendicularly to the surface of wall. The resultant x and .II 
components of these stresses arf' a 8 x' and a 8.11', and the expression for J1,w is 

J1,w =.i'o8dw+.ia(-x'y+y'x)dF. (:2.3) 
F F 

Substituting it in (:24) it follows that 

B' = Jf,w -fp:wds-[q:w]~;. (24a) 
s, 

The torsional moment acting in the section about the::; axis is 

J1, = J 'PT d F + J a ( - x' .II + y' x) d F, (~6) 
F F 

where PT is the distance of the shear stress vector, from the::; axis. It is equal 
to the resulting moment of the external loads acting on the bar at one side 
of the section about the::; axis. The shear stress T is composed of the mean 
yalue TO in the thickness of the wall (PT = P = (- w! c s) and of the component Tk 
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which i" non-uniform in the thickness of wall and is due to St.-'-enant',.; pure 
(simple) torsion: 7=70+7,... Thus the following relation results 

(2.) 

in which 

i. e .. the moment corresponding to the pure (simple) torsion. 
Substituting Eqs. (2S), (24a) and (22) in (27), the final equation for non

uniform tor"ion is obtained, i. e .. 
8, 

- (E Jw.r f")' - (E Jw (}")' + OJk {}' = Jlt - J p:wds - [q:wJ~~. (29) 
8, 

Diffprentiating this equation and considering that equilibrium require" that 
.1/: = -I/It. Eq. (J.!) is obtained. 

[1' in Eq. (24a) B is expressed in terms of (IS) and then Eqs. (28), (24a) 
and (21) are substituted in (27). it follows that 

s. 
- (E·fw {}" - Ct. v JIll)' + G.]k {}' = .lIt - J P: wds - [q: wJ~~. (3 0 ) 

8, 

This equation may be used for computation. if .JIII and JI't are known. By 
differentiation of (:30) the following equation results 

8, 

(E']o, {}" - Ct.1J JI v)" - (G.]k (}')' = m/+ (J p:wds)' - [(q: wn~; (30a) 
8, 

a.nd it may be used if JIll is known. 
It is also possible to derive an equation relating B, ~}It and ~V v' For this 

purpose it is necessary to substitute Eq. (22) in (29), then divide it by GJ,... 
and thereafter derivate it with respect to::; and finally substitute t.he Eq. (21) 
and (18). Thus it follows (for the sake of brevity let p:=O. q:l =q:,,=O) that 

(31 ) 

fJI' wit h respect to (1 S) 

(31 a) 

This equation is useful if two boundary conditions for B are known in 
addition to JIt and ~lI v' 

The normal stress a can be obtained from Eq. (S), writing a = E E. If the 
first relation (4) is substituted in (S) and then Eq. (19) and (2U) are 115ed, it 
follows that 
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The expression for shear stresses T in the centre line of the section can be 
established according to the equilibrium condition (23a) of the wall. For the 
sake of simplicity let PZ

1 
= g.., = g: = O. Integrating this equation. we obtain 

s ~ 

TO = T(81)01 - J /z (ao)ds + as COS rx -a (SI) 01 cOSrx (sd - J pods. (33) 

6, $, 

Fsing the equilibrium condition (23 b) for the edge and substituting (32), the 
following expression is obtained 

/I S 

T S = - f; J as ds + a S cos rx - J p. ds - q. = c z - -I 

-I 8 1 (34) 

in 'which 
8 s 8 

SJj (s) = S x a F. 8;r (s) = J y a F. 8W (8) = J waF. (3:> ) 
6, ., 8, 

The shear stress in the longitudinal fibre s = const. is T 8 - a 8 cos Cl. 

The Eqs. (13), (I.!). (I3a). (14a). (29). (30). (30a). (31). (31 a) become 
independent equations for torsion and for bending if either JIll = 0 or 

rxi/=JwJ:=O. 
The case JI!I == (I occurs if the supports cannot produce horizontal force8 

and moments and q.r = O. The second case arises if the shear centre line is 
straight so that the :; axis can be situated coincidentally. A special case of 
this is the bar of constant section. 

For bars of cylindrical surfa.ce which are loaded only by trayerse moments 
I1l t the Eqs. (13a). (14a). (19). (20), (21). (30). (30a). (32). (34-) haye already 
been deriyed by ('Y\n~sKI [2]. 

Hz .. -~ 

1fI.i 
JWi +J... 

1 

Fig. 4. 

3. 'Ye sha.ll also show a third possibility for the deriyation of Eq. (13) and (14) 
,,·hieh is based on the kllO\\'n equations for bars of constant section. Let us 
di\'ide the bar by seetion:s ::1':::2' ... :::1' ..• into short equal lengths L1 ;: (Fig. 4). 
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The bar of variable section can be approximately solved as a bar. the section 
of which varies stepwise, i. e .. discontinuously in the sections Zj' so that in a 
portion Ll Z the cross-section is constant. Let the loads be acting only in the 
sections Zi and for the sake of brevity let qz = qZl = q:., = O. The constants of the 
.';I'~tion in a portion (Zi' ZiTI) will be denoted as E JWH!' GJ"'+t' . .. and the 
\ "nstant moment by .i.11IH!: they represent the mean values of EJw ' G I k •... 

ill this portion of the given bar. 
Denoting the rotation in the portion (Zj' Zj_l) by {}j (z) the expansion of {}; 

and {}i-l into a. Taylor's series gives 

{}~ (Zi-l) = {}; (Zj) + {}i (zi) Ll Z + t {};' (Zi) Ll Z2 + ... , 
{};-1 (ZH) = {}~-1 (Zj) - {};-1 (Zj) Ll : + t {}7'...1 (Zj) Ll Z2 . .. , 

(36) 

g; (Zi-l) = g; (Zj) + g~' (Zi) Ll Z + ... , 
(;-1 (Zi-l) = (;-1 (z;)- g7'...1 (zJ Ll Z + ... 

(37) 

In the portion Ll Z the 80lution is governed by the well-known special case of 
Eq. (:?9) for constant section [7]. Hence we have 

- t (E JWZI + E JWZ,.) g;' (Zj) - E JWI+i {};' (Zj)+ G Jk'_l {}; (Zj) = JIII_ t · (38) 

- i (E JWZ'_1 + E .Jwz) g7'...1 (Zj) - E Jw,_t {}i'...l (zJ + G Jk,_t {};-1 (Zj) = JII._t . 

The continuity conditions for torsion in the section Zj' except the con
dition {}j-l (Zj) = {}j (Zi)' are problematical. This is due to the discontinuity of 
the walL i. e., to the discontinuity of u and a and of x. y. w. For bending 
:Eq. (13), (15)) this does not matter. however. because the integral condition 
of equilibrium and the equality of rotations and displacements of entire sec
tions are sufficient. It is probably appropriate to require that there should be 
equality of the deplanation parameters in Eq. (6) and of the bimoments B 
to the Z axis. With respect to the Eq. (:?:?) these conditions are 

{};-1 (Zj) = {}; (Zi), 

E JWZi _t g;-1 (zi) + E .Jw;_i {}i'-1 (Zj) = E .JWZi.! g; (z;) + E JWi_t {}i (Zj). 
(39) 

If the terms g~' (Zj) and g7'...1 (Zj) from (:37) are substituted in (38). and then the 
terms {};'...1 (z;l. {};' (Zj). {};-1 (z,). {}; (Zj) are calcl'lated from Eqs. (38) and (39) 
and substituted in (36), the following difference equation (with a residuum of 
higher order) is obtained 

- ::!~z [E JWZi_1 g; (zi ... Il- E JWZ,_1 g;-1 (zi-l)] 
( -10) 

- :? ~ ::2 {E .JWi _ l [{}; (Zi-l - {}; (Zj)] - E .fWi_ t [{};-1 (Zj)- {}; (Zi-l)]} + G .f"i {}; (Zj) = ~}Iti' 

in which the substitutions t (GJkH + G.JkiTt ) = GJk, and t (JIIH + JII'_i) = JIll 
were used. Proceeding to the limit for Ll Z --+ 0 this difference equation 
transforms to the differential Eq. (:?9) or (l-1a). Eq. (l3) can be obtained 
analogically. 
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Thin-walled Bars with Closed Profiles 

Let us now consider a thin walled bar with a closed single-cell, variable 
monosymmetrical cross-section. For sake of simplicit.y let its specific loads be 
solely trans,-ersal. On thE' basis of assumptions 4, 5, 6 and i, it is possible to 
derive ([4], [6]) that 

u = '-g'X-T)'Y+KWc , 

'/.. = gcos(x,s)+T)sin(x,s)+t9-p, 

where the warping function We for a closed section is 

(41) 

( 4::?) 

(43) 

Here fJ denotes the doubled area, enclosed by the centre line of the section, 
fJ=4>pds, Jk is the Bredt's moment of inertia in pure (simple) torsion [4], 

JI; = Q2/ j ~8. If an open branch is joined to the closed contour, then the 

second term in (43) must be taken with its value in the node of bifurcation. The 
function K = K (z) will be termed the deplanation parameter. The function W (s) 
for s ~ 0 denotes the sE'ctorial coordinate as for an open section (obtained by 
cutting the closed section in 8 = 0) with the pole on the;; axis of the bar and 
the zero point s = (Ion the axis of symmetry of the section. In place of Eq. (::?) 
we shall define for a closed sE'ction. thE' sectorial moment of inertia (or bimoment 
of inertia) etc., i. e., 

J(» = Jw~dF, (44) 
F 

"'ith respect to the symmetry of the section it is 8(»=JWY =0. The principal 
warping function We (8) which has the pole of the corresponding W (s) in the 
shear centre, is defined by the condition J-wx = O. The y-coordinate of the shear 
centre is [4] 

Jw:r 1 (J' dF Jk 1. S' dS) 'XY=-T=-J wX +QJ Y(s)S' 
Y IIF 

(45) 

Analogically to the Eq. (4) the following expression is yalid 

(4;;a) 

From the geometric equation y=cu!cs+et'jfs, if the Eq. (41) and (4::?) 
have been substituted in this equation, it follows that 

f We {j' (Jk ) {j' y = K CS + p = K p- SQ + p. (46) 

Here p' was neglected in accordance with assumption 5. Substituting T = G y 
in Eq. (::?6), defining the torsional moment, we obtain 
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()O' JI, 
K=--+--

V V GJ
p 

, 
(4;) 

where Jp = J p2 dF is the tangential-polar moment of inertia. 
F 

The simplest method of deriving the equation for torsion is by a ,ariational 
method. The specific strain energy in the section is given hy Eq. (9). According 
to assumption ;') the normal strain is 

'1' e" "- 1 
€ = '" - s- x - 7] Y + K We' 

Substituting Eq. (46) and (48) in Eq. (9), it ~.s possible to obtain succe,;;;i\-ely 

Jr = t (EFg/2+ E JV~"2+ E J;x 7]"2_ 2 E J"'J:~" K' +E J",K '2 

+GJp{}12+:?G(Jp-JdK{}I+G(Jp-Jk)K2) = (49) 

( 

-,,, "" "" • ., " 1 •. ".,. Jl?) -! E F ~ - + E .Iv ~ - + E J;x 7] - - - E J"'J: ~ K + E J", K - -:- V G Jk K- T ('; J
p 

. 

The specific potential energy, corresponding to the transverse moments. is 
- ntt {}. It will be convenient to write it. with respect to the equilibrium equa
tion m, = - _lI; in the form - JI, {}' + (JIt {})'. To maintain uniformity. this will 
also be done with -'l.l:~ and qy 7]. Then the sum of the strain energy and of 
the potential energy of the external forces is obtained ill the form 

c- = /'( W - Jly~" + JI·.I: 7]" - JI/{}/) d:. (;')0) 
=, 

where for the sake of brevity we have omitted the terms corresponding to 
p;,QW q:2').T. Denoting the integrand in this equation by cp, the minimizing 
conditions for this expression are the Euler equations 

Eel> 
j ~" = 0, 

E cp j cp C {}' (C ch I 

-r + -;:---, -r - -r ) = O. 
CK c{} CK CK 

(;') 1) 

The first and the last of these equations give, respectively, 

(.52) 

In the case of longitudinal loads the same terms as in (29) remain on the right
hand side of the second equation. 

The two remaining Eqs. (51) yield the same equations as (15). 
In a manner similar to that in the preceding paragraph Eq. (52) represents 

a system of two simultanous differential equations for K (z) and ~ (:). They 
can be used in this form if _lIt and Jly are known. Otherwise. it is necessary 
to differentiate them and substitute the equilibrium relations. e. g., 
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EJyg"-EJwXK' = JIy, 

!( -E JwxC + EJwK')' - G (J,+,,2~,)K = .11/. 
V v 

(52a) 

Having 50h'ed K. it is possible to calculate {} by solving the differential Eq. (47). 
Otherwise, if Eq. (4i) is substituted in (52), a system based directly on the 
unknowns g and {} is obtained. 

Calculating g" from the first·Eq. (52) and substituting it in the second one, 
the following expression is obtained 

!(EJU;K'+a.y.Wyl'-GJkK = .lI/. (53) 
v 

It can easily be seen that the system (52) becomes converted into an 
independent equation for torsion if either .W" = 0, or Jw .' = 0 is valid. The 
second of these can only be attained, if the shear centre· line is straight and 
can thus be made coincident with the z axis. 

The bimoment for a closed section to the shear centre-line or to the z axis 
will be defined as 

(54) 

where the relation (45a) was used. Substituting (48) we obtain (J;;;x=O) 

B=-EJwxg"+EJwK'. B=EJ;;;K'. (55) 

If the first equation is substituted in Eq. (52), and then this equation is divided 
by GJk and differentiated, and finally the Eqs. (55) and (54) are once more 
substituted, it follows that 

(56) 

or (56a) 

These equations can be used if M" _M" and two boundary conditions for jj 
are known. 

Having substituted the Eq. (4i) in the second term of Eq. (53) and taking 
into account that M,.=GJ.{)', it is found that Eq. (53) can be written in the 
form of Eq. (27), in which the warping-torsional moment is M .... = B' = B' + 

w 
+ (a.yMyl' (Eq. (55)). - Note: If instead of the Eq. (43) an arbitrarily chosen 
warping function We is assumed, then the Eq. (45), (45a), (49), (52), (53), (56), 
(57) and the last expressions in the Eq. (46), (47), (54) and (55) would not be 
valid. In (49) it would be necessary to replace the terms containing G by 

t(GJeK'+2vGJp K{}'+GJp {}") where Je= f(::')'dF. Instead of (52) we 
should obtain F 

E Jyg" - EJwxK' = lofy, 
1 G (52a) 
-(-EJwxg"+EJwK')'--(J,,+v2Jp)K = M,. 
V V 
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Sometimes it is also possible to introduce Wc = - x y which is identical with 
(43) for a rectangular section and 8 = consL in each plate in the section. The 
Eq. (45a). (54) and the Eq. (45) except for the last expression are then valid 
and. in addition the equation analogous to (53), (56) and (56a.) can easily be 
derived. 

The normal stresses are given by Eq. (48), a=E€. Substituting this in 
Eq. (55) and the first Eq. (.52), there follows the formula: 

S Mil .ill;: - Ii - (5i) 
a = F - yX+ J- Y+ J- wc' 

11 z W 

which is similar to (32). The shear stresses T can be derived from a according 
to the differential equilibrium Eq. (23a), in a similar manner to that for a 
non-variable section. 

In an analogous manner to that for open profiles, the solution may also be 
,1t'riYed by statical considerations. just as for a non-variable section [4], which 
\I 'mId. however, be much more laborious. or by determining the limit of the 
:>olution for a bar with a stepwise variable section under suitable continuity 
conditions (continuity of K and of B). 

Bars with a multi-cell profile will not be treated here. but can be solved in 
a similar manner. The foregoing equations may also be directly applied to 
symmetrical two-cell profiles because in them the wall located in the plane of 
symmetry is not stressed by torques. 

Curved Bars 

Let us now consider a bar with a circularly curved z axis. the radius of 
curvature of which is R, and with sections symmetrical to the Ji axis, which 
is perpendicular to the plane of curvature (x, z); z denotes the length of the 
axis (Fig. 2). 

The changes in the curvature of the axis of the bar caused by bending will 
be denoted by kz and kll , the torsional curvature, i.e., the specific angle of 
twist by k/ and the extension in the axis of the bar by €R' Summing the influen
c('s of the changes in curvature along the portion (zo, Zl) of the circular axis of 
the bar, the displacements r 71. , and rotation {} can be expressed by the 
equations 

(58) 



in which t01 ' 7]01' '01' {f01 represent the influence of the displacements and 
rotations in the section =0' i. e., the displacements and rotations of the bar as 
a rigid body. The differential equations for kv kyo kt and ER can be derived 
from the system (58) of integral equations. This is done by elimination of the 
integrals from Eqs. (58) and their deriYath'es with respect to Zl' The following 
equations are obtained in this way: 

(;19) 

Their validity may be also proved by substituting Eq. (58) in (59). On the 
other hand, the Eqs. (58) represent a solution of the linear differential Eqs. (59) 
which is e~pressed with the aid of the Green's functions corresponding to 
Eq. (59). 

The equilibrium of the portion {zo. ::1} of the curved bar requires that 

:, •. Zl-2 :' ( Zl- Z) 
JIYI = JIY"I+R=~qxsll1-yd=-R=~qo 1-cos~ dz, 

JIll = Jl101 - Rtlll (1 - cos Zl~ Z) dz - [ml cos Zl ;;Z dz. 

(60) 

Here JI
JOI

' JIyOI ' ..:ll
t01

, SOl are the internal forces produced in the section ::1 

by the forces acting on the section ::0: g,rd::. gydz. qzd:: and mldz denote the 
resultants of all the loads acting on the portion dz of the bar which for curved 
bars is limited by non-parallel sections. the planes of which form an angle 
d:: 'R. By means of the specific area loads Pr .. they can be expressed as 

Eliminating the integrals from the Eqs. (60) and their derivati,'es. the following 
differential equations of equilibrium are obtained: 

]f" S 11" .M; __ '" _ Jl~ J[' J[:r (61', 
qx=~ !,- R' qy=-j.':L x - R ' q:-.\ R' mt=-~lt+R' 

\Ye note that the Eq. (58)-(59) are formally analogic to the Eq. (60)-(61). 
qx' qll' qo' mt , JI;r, Jill' .:.lIt, ]I; corresponding to kx' ky, k/, E/. f. 7], ~, &. 

Starting from the same assumptions as for straight bars, the normal stress 
distribution can also be approximately adopted in the form of Eqs. (8) or (48) 
and (47), in which ~'. C, 7]" and {}' are replaced by ER' ky. -1.. .. ( and k/ in turn, al
though strictly speaking the right-hand sides of these equations should have been 
divided by (1 - xi R). Substituting the stress distribution a = E E in the Eq. (16). 
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the equations for bending and extension are obtained in the form of (19) and 
(20) or the first Eq. (52). in which ~'. f', TJ" are replaced by ER' ky and -k.r:
However, it would be rather difficult to obtain the equation for torsion in 
this way. For this reason we shall employ the energy method. 

The specific strain energy of a curved bar is 

JJ'R = tj(EE2+Gy2)(I- ~)dF. (62) 

If Eqs. (8) or (48) are substituted in (62) the equation 

WR == W + (EJyl.:y+EJw;eki) ~ +EHk;j w2xdF+l.:uj wX2dF) ~ (63) 

is obtained. 
W denotes here the expres.."Iion (10) or (49) and (47) for stra.ight bars, in 

which ~'. ~". TJ" and {}' are replaced by ER' k/l' -I.:,r and "', in turn. Approxi
Illately, for large values of R. it can be considered that lVR == Jr. 

The expression for the potential energy of the bar can be transformed, 
substituting, firstly, the Eq. (61), then using integration by parts twice and 
finally substituting the Eq. (59) and the equation for bending in the plane 
(x z), in the following manner: 

It can be seen that this expression is identical with the expressiop (50) for 
straight bars, if the terms ~', f', r/, and {}' are replaced by ER' ku' -I.:,c and 1.:, 
in turn. The Euler's equations are then identical with the Eq. (12) or un) if 
the same replacement is effected in them. 

In consequence of this, all the foregoing equations for straigth bars may be 
used for curved bars. In these equations ", f', TJ" and {}' can be replaced by 
fR' I.", -k;e, 1.:, if they contain only the internal forces XX" .. and not the 
loads, i.e. the Eqs. (19)-(22), (240.), (27), (29); (30), (31), (32), (34), (47), 
(52), (5280), (53), (57), but not the Eqs. (13) - (15), (3080), (5280), in which this 
replacement is not possible. The equation containing the loads and not the 
internal forces may be derived from them by substituting the eqUilibrium 
conditions. It is, however. more appropriate to compute directly the curva
tures kx' kll , /"', and ER from the equations containing internal forces and to 
determine ~, TJ, {} and " if it is necessary at all, according to Eq. (58) (01' by 
means of the force deformation analogy [8]). 



The foregoing result. for ei",,,]arly transversely curved bars can be gene· 
ralized for arbitrarily ."rved bars In.tea.d of Eq. (58) we <)&n write th~ intej!T,,1 
e~uatioo of the deflection line of the bar in the veotvrial form 

ii, ~ ii" + 'P. X (r, - ".)-,- ftkd. X (r - r.J] + hi, dz +y, dz) . (Mal 
• • 

wbere '" denote, the ,'wtoria.! product, Ii i, the displ~ooment ,-ector and" the 
(""ill]) rotation vector for the seotiOM of th~ bill". -; ~--;(.) is the r .. diu" v""tor 
determining the ",xis of the b&r. rd. i, the (Q"ml) vectvr of relative rotation 
of t,,·o neighbouring seetions.!'t a dist.n"" '" .. nd ',b.. y, do are the ,'eoto.-. of 
their rel .. ti .. e displacement, k i. termed the vectvr of .UI"!' .. ture change (with 
bending &J1d w1'Ilionai components k •. t" k,). Simil...-ly. the .. ""lori .. 1 eqnation 
of eqUillbriunl of the portion I;.=d of the hltr i, 

(61'al 

where jf i. the moment vector ",ctiog in the .. ohon to the point of the z axis 
of the b""lw'ith bending and torsiunal oomponPll!' JI x' M •. M,l: 'i' i. tbe inter· 
nal for"" '"<'<tor ill the section (with norm .. l and .hMt component.;l. ~'" is 
tbe resulting v""tor of the lo..d. B~tiIlg on the portlon b. and iii d~ their moment 
,,<'<tor -";Ib respeot to the a~i. of the b~,. Bocause of the form .. l analogy of 
Eq. (~S .. ) and (60&) the eXpress10n for the pot~ntial energy "an be tranoformed 
iD thE- """" "'8Y'" in Eq. (M). 

Theref""" a.!l the e4"ations mentioned whieh are valid for circular cun'ed 
),..,.. caD .. Iso be used for arbltr8rily ourved bars. Howe,·er. the differential 
rel&tions (J9) and (al) for I-,.k, .. M, mmt be repl"".d by more g~neral 
equ&tion •. re!ulting. e. g .. from F>~a) and (60a) . 

.\"01,: Assuming the , ~x;. of the bar to be a.rbitran1)· .urved, the shear 
centre-line c"" be taken ... &Il ui. of the bar. Then we shaU have Jw • ~ "', ~ u 
.. nd tho equ&tioru! for tvrsion and for hori1.onta.! bending will be independeDt, 
as in the CIIB< of a oonatant seOtiOD. Howe,-er, this would only r&rely be 
adVItoDtagw\ls. even if the difficulti .. ",,"used by the curved axis could be dis· 
regarded. bep.&uoe the Cll""""turs would often be much too gre .. t .."d the 
supporto. e.g. the re.tra.int. Would often be non-perpendiculBr (.Ju.wl to the 
Z &riB. 

Method of s..Intion of Continuous Ban ami. Fnuneo 

A gen..-al oolntion of haTS ha,-ing a ,-ariable section oan only be effected 
in • fell" .peoial o ... es. It i. therefore neMSI!8IY to use approximate numerical 
"",!.bods, the most convenient of which i. to replace the differential equation. 
fot to .. ion by a1gebr .. ic diffe,""c. ~qu&tion", as for instance the Eq. (29) 
by (40). 
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.\ direct method of solution is to use the equations relating the deformations 
and the loads and containing the equilibrium conditions. Howe\-er, this pro
cedure is not advantageous in the case of point loads and for continuous 
beams, frames etc. In this case it is better to use a method similar to the force 
method or, if necessary, similar to the displacement method, for the bending 
and the simple torsion in frames, continuous beams and beam grillages. The 
fact that the problem of non-uniform (pure and warping-) torsion is infinitely 
stat::ally indeterminate, renders it impossible to introduce a statically deter
min.lte primary system. 

In the force method it is necessary to choose certain internal forces (tor
sional moments, bending moments, bimoments or shear and normal forces) 
as unknowns Xi (statically indeterminate quantities) in such a manner that 
for X,=O (primary system) the distribution of M"" J1'v and M, is statically 
determinate and that the boundary conditions for all the bars in the structure 
are given, so that it will be possible to solve the differential Eqs. (30) or (31 a) 
or 1:i3) or (56a) for torsion. Their solution for specified external loads and the 
~" :';'''ponding values ~l1t(0)' ..:.lII/(o» ... we shall denote by &(0). or k;(o>- or B(o) , 
tOl' Xj = 1 by &(j) , etc. The compatibility conditions are expressed by the 
equations L Sil. Xi + 15k = 0 in which the deformation Sik caused in the primary 

i 

system by Xi = 1 in the direction of X k is determined by the principle of 
virtual works 

Sik = J dz J (a(i~(kl + 7'<i~(j») dF. (66) 

z F 

'P~" :;hear stresses relate. to the first approximation, only to the pure torsion. 
:Substituting the Eq. (57) or (3~) in (66), we obtain for open as well as for 

closed profiles 

15 - J' f..vW..v(k) ilfl/(il J111(k) .M;rw.Jlz(k) iici)iic.k) J1'kUl·lI'wl\d 
ik - I EF + EJ + EJ- + EJ.- + GJ. f z. 

:: V '" ... k 

(67) 

;: denotes the integration over the whole of the structure. The expression (6i) 
or (5;3) can be transformed into another simple form, if the Eq. (21) is sub
~tituted in (67), then integration by parts is applied and the Eq. (24a) and 
~ :2 i) are used. In this manner it follows that in the case of zero longitudinal loads 

15 - f{SW..Y(k) .JIIIWMII(k) MxwM;r(kl 
ik - EF + E J. + E.h 

F II.I: (68) 

+ [J1/(il - (0(1/ .JI I/w)'] &[kl} dz - [B(i) &(kl]~~' ' 

where the last term outside of the integral is generally found to be zero. Thus, 
ill~tead of Band .If'k it is necessary to calculate &' and .illt which is often more 
t:h-antageous, because JIt is known from equilibrium conditions. 
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For the deformation Dk in the direction of X k caused in the primary system 
by external loads. the equations analogic to (67) and (68) are valid. in which 
instead of N w . Jl yW' ••. the terms Sw). ~Vy(O) are retained. If longitudinal loads 
are acting, then further terms in (68) according to (2.5) must he added. In the 
case of curved bars it ilS necessary to multiply the integrand of (66) by (I - Xi R). 
Approximately. the Eq. (67) and (68) are also valid ({)' -:> 1.-/). 

Conclusions 

1. The theory presented makes it possible to solw the non-uniform (pure 
and '\\arping-) torsion and the bending of thin-walled bars with an open or 
closed monosymmetrical variable section and a straight or planely cnrrerl 
axis. The main difference with respect to hal'S with constant section is. j,: 

addition to the influence of the derivatiws of the sectional constants. the fact 
that it is not possible to use the shear centre line as an axis of the bar and the 
principal sectorial coordinate for warping-torsion. Thus. the torsion and the 
horizontal bending are not independent, but are connected by a system of 
two :-imultaneous differential equations. 

=:!. \Yith respect to the starting assumptions the solution presented is approxi
mate. Since an exact solution or the e,-aluation of error would he enorl1l0usl~' 
complicated, the theory needs an experimental yerification including th,· 
determination of the limits of usability. The reason for which it can be accepte(; 
as admissible, is that it represents an analogous generalization of the solution 
for Lars with constant section, which has already been experimentally "erified 
(see [7]). In the special case of a monosymmetrical bar of open profile which 
is cut from a cylindric&.l surface and is loaded only hy trans,-erse specific 
moments. the solution presented is coincident with the solution of CYWI:*SKI 

[2] which has been verified by test. 
3. In civil engineering the solution presented will be mainly of importance 

for bridge beams and frames of box section or of open section and. especially 
for horizontally cun?ed bridges. because in these structures great torsional 
moments arise. This type of structure is widely used in modern highway 
design. 

4. Further work has now to be done, e. goo on the solution of bars with 
unstiffened and deformable cross-sections. such as occur, for instance. in tIll' 

case of bridges with traffic tl'aYelling inside the box beam. 
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Basic Notations 

)" - ~ - .... . ,. 
C ZoO 

length coordinate of the axis of the bar; the ends of the bar. 
radius of curvature of the axis of the bar. 
cartesian coordinates of the points of section: coordinates 
to the principal centroidal axis of inertia. 
length of the centre line of the cross section; edges of the 
section. 
sectorial coordinate to the axis:; of the points of the centre 
line; principal sectorial coordinate (to the shear centre). 
distribution of (unity) deplanation at the closed section. 
thickness of the wall. 
distance of the tangent of the centre line from the:: axi;; or 
from the shear centre. 
area of the section. 
area enclosed, by the centre line of the closed section . 
principal moments of inertia of the section. 
sectorial moment of inertia, principal sectorial moment of 
inertia. bending-sectorial moment of inertia. 
moment of inertia in simple torsion, tangential-polar moment 
of inertia. 

y-coordinate of the shear centre (principal pole). 
displacements of the point of the centre line perpendicularly 
to the section and tangentially to the centre line. 
normal strain, perpendicularly to the section, and shear strain 
in the centre line. 
normal stress, perpendicularly to the section, and shear stress 
in the centre line . 
.1'- and y-displacement of the section in the z axis and the 
z-displacement in the centroid. 
transverse rotation of the section (around z). 
parameter of deplanation at the closed section. 
changes of the curvature of the axis of the bar caused by 
loading in the planes y;:; and z x and the torsional curvature 
(specific angle of twist). 
extension corresponding to the z axis. 
resultant .r:- and y-components and resultant mOlllent to the 
z axis of the specific loads in the section. 
z-component of the specific area load on the wall; ::-compo
nent of specific loads on the longitudinal edges: resultant 
::-component for the section. 
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s: Jf:r, Jfy=My 

B.B 
Tx , Tv 
E,G 
JV, Wi? 
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normal force and bending moments to the principal centroidal 
axis of inertia. 
torsional moment to the z axis and its parts: bending-tor
sional moment and moment in simple torsion. 
bimoment to the z axis and to the shear centre. 
shear forces. 
moduli of elasticity. 
specific strain energy in the section of the strain bar or of 
the curved bar. 
statically indeterminate quantity. 
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Summary 

In this paper an engineer's solution of non-uniform (pure and warping) 
torsion, with simultaneous bending of thin-walled bars which have a mono
symmetrical. slowly variable cross section, is presented. Solutions are proyided 
for straight or curved bars of open as well as of closed profile. The initial 
simplifying assumptions of the solution are similar to those for bars with 
constant section, i. e., the non-deformability of the cross section and for open 
profiles "'agner's assumption of a shear-resistant skin. for closed profiles 
rmanskiy's assumption of similar deplanation (warping) to that for pure 
torsion. Unlike the solution of bars with constant section it is not possible to 
use the shear centre line as an axis of the bar and therefore the torsion and tlw 
transycrse bending are mutually dependent and are giYen by two ordinary 
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,ulJlultaneous differential equations. The solution presented makes it possible 
to soh'e mainly bridge beams and frames of box section or of open section 
and especially horizontally cnrved bridges. where considerable torque occurs. 

L 'auteur pre-sente une solution approximative au proble-me de la torsion 
non uniforme (torsion pure et gauchissement) et de la flexion simultanee des 
barres a parois minces dont la section, lentement variable, presente un axe 
de symetrie. Les solutions presentees concemEnt des barres droites au courbes 
de section om-erte au fermee. Les hypotheses simplificatrices de base sont les 
memes que celles adoptees pour les barres a section eonstante: indeformabilite 
des sections transversales et, pour le8 profils ouverts. I 'hypothese de Wagner 
d 'une membrane resistant aU cisaillement. pour les profils fermes. celie 
IITmanskij admettant un gauchissement semblable ;" celui de la torsion uni
form ... ,. l'ontrairement a.u cas des barres it section constante, i1 est ici impossible 
d·utili.er la ligne des centres de cisaillement camme axe de I .. barre: la torsion 
at la flexion laterale ne sont des lars plus independantes et elles obeis.en! II 
deux equations differentielles ordinaire. simultanees. La solution proposee 
permet de traiter les poutres de ponts et \es ossatures a section ouverte ou en 
caisson: elle s 'applique specialement aux ponts courbes, oil se produisellt 
J'importants moments de torsion. 

Zusammenfas,'!1ung 

Fur das Problem der \Yolbkrafttorsion tinter gleichzeitiger Biegung von 
dunnwandigen Staben mit einfach symmetrischem. langsam veranderlichem 
Querschnitt wird eine Xiiherungsl6sung entwickelt. Die Losungen betreffen 
gerade und gekrummte Stabe mit offenem oder geschlossenem Querschnitt. 
Es gelten iihnliche vereinfachende Yoraussetzungen wie bei Staben mit kon
,lantern Querschnitt: Starre Querschnittsform undo fUr offene Querschnitte. 
,Ii,' \\'agnersche Annahme einer schubfesten Wand. fUr geschlossene Quer
,chnitte die Hypothese von Vmanskij. daC die Yerwolbungen jenen bei reiner 
Torsion ahnlich sind. Anders als bei geraden Staben ist es hier nieht mog
Iich. die Schubmittelpunktlinie als Stabachse zu wahlen. so daJ3 Torsion 
lind Querbiegung voneinander abhangig und durch zwei gewohnliche simul
tane Differentialgleichungen gegeben sind. )[it der vorgeschlagenen Lasung 
kannen Briickentrager und Rahmen mit kastenformigem oder offenem Quer
,chllitt. insbesondere gekrlimmte Brucken. bei denen betrachtliehe Dreh
!!In!lll'nte auftreten, behandelt werden. 


